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Abstract. We present the ashfall deposit and airborne ash concentration dataset from ash dispersal simulation of a large-

scale explosive volcanic eruption as a reference for ashfall disaster countermeasure. We select the Taisho (1914) eruption in 15 

Sakurajima volcano, regarded as the strongest eruption in Japan in the last century, as our case study to provide a baseline 

for the worst-case scenario. We employ one eruption scenario approach by replicating the actual eruption under various 

extended weather conditions to show how it would affect contemporary Japan. Accumulated ashfall has devastating impacts 

on both surrounding areas of the volcano and other regions, affecting airline transportation, socio-economics activities, and 

human health. Therefore, it is crucial to discover places with a high probability of exposure to ashfall deposition. This 20 

knowledge can help assess the additional risk in the infrastructures, human lives, and economic impacts to make a better 

volcanic eruption response plan. We generate the ash dispersal dataset by simulating the ash transport of the Taisho eruption 

scenario with a volcanic ash dispersal model and meteorological reanalysis data for 64 years (1958-2021). We explain the 

dataset production process and provide the dataset in multiple formats for broader audiences. We also clarify the validity of 

the dataset with its limitations and uncertainties. The dataset is available at the DesignSafe-CI Data Depot: 25 

https://www.designsafe-ci.org/data/browser/public/designsafe.storage.published/PRJ-2848v2 or through the DOI: 

https://www.doi.org/10.17603/ds2-vw5f-t920 by selecting Version 2 (Rahadianto and Tatano, 2020). 

1 Introduction 

A volcanic eruption is one of the events that emits several dangerous pollutants affecting human lives. Large eruptions eject 

enormous tephra and other eruptive materials into the air. In the form of very fine ash, tephra hamper the residents near the 30 

volcano and citizens in the farther area (Bonadonna et al., 2021). 
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When a large eruption happens, volcanic ash could travel far away from the volcano, disrupting socio-economic activities in 

many different ways, damaging critical infrastructures, buildings, and causing health problems among the people (Wilson et 

al., 2012; Zuccaro et al., 2013). Settled volcanic ashes (i.e., ashfall) are directly affecting human health and livelihoods; 

destroying vegetation, crops, and pastures; causing physical damages to infrastructure, such as clogging drainage systems 35 

and contaminating water supplies; also disrupting the traffic and damaging the vehicles on roads (Barsotti et al., 2010; Ayris 

and Delmelle, 2012; Damby et al., 2013; Zuccaro et al., 2013; Poulidis et al., 2018). The cumulative weight of ashfall on the 

roof could collapse buildings and cause short-circuit electricity inside them (Zuccaro et al., 2013; Hampton et al., 2015). In 

addition, ash plumes from the volcanoes are a safety hazard that can severely damage commercial airlines (Folch et al., 

2012; Peng and Peterson, 2012; Tanaka and Iguchi, 2019). The 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull amplifies the evidence. 40 

Volcanic ashes flew to thousands of kilometres away, forcing almost entire airports in 25 countries to close for a week-long 

and costing a loss of billions of dollars revenue for airlines (Folch et al., 2012; Peng and Peterson, 2012). Apart from the 

eruption scale, the weather condition, mainly winds, primarily contribute to escalating ashfall catastrophe to a broader range. 

Ergo, ashfall hazards have uncertainty based on (1) its eruption magnitude and intensity and (2) the wind condition at the 

time of eruption that can bring ashes to distant places. Based on the evidence that ashfall hazards have dynamically changing 45 

exposures toward socio-economic activities, we believe estimating the risk for finding effective countermeasures is critical. 

The present densely populated and modernised cities require comprehensive volcanic risk reduction strategies (Miyaji et al., 

2011). One of the necessary actions for lessening the impacts of ashfall hazards is to assess the risk in the infrastructures, 

human lives, and economic impacts to develop a better response plan. Accordingly, the hazards and risk assessment for 

ashfall mostly rely on quantifying accumulated ashfall on the ground, then extending the analysis by combining social data 50 

based on the subject of interest (population data, building data, and many more). Many researchers use such a typical method 

to give expected impacts probability for future eruption events (Jenkins et al., 2014, 2015, 2018; Wilson et al., 2012; Biass et 

al., 2017). A comprehensive ashfall risk assessment requires both long-term weather and simulations for statistical 

discussion purposes, such as selecting typical conditions and analysing circumstances on exceptional conditions (Hattori et 

al., 2013, 2016). An important component to conducting such a study is to have long-term ashfall deposit data encompassing 55 

vast impact areas during an extended period. 

This paper presents the dataset generation of the ash dispersal products over a vast region for 64 years (1958-2021) to 

provide vital input to develop a more comprehensive ashfall risk assessment and emergency management. We select 

Sakurajima volcano as an area of interest due to its high explosivity and its potential to have a large-scale explosive eruption 

within the following 20 to 25 years (Yamasato et al., 2013; Hickey et al., 2016; Biass et al., 2017; Poulidis et al., 2018). As 60 

supporting evidence, three large eruptions in Sakurajima volcano have occurred within the last six centuries: the Bunmei 

eruption in 1471, the An'ei eruption in 1779, and the Taisho eruption 1914. The latter is considered the biggest and the 

strongest eruption in Japan during the last century (Todde et al., 2017; Poulidis et al., 2018). Furthermore, Hickey et al. 

(2016) show that similar phenomena of magma supply rates that led to the Taisho eruption are currently happening, 

suggesting 130 years return period from the last eruption to the next one in the future. 65 
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Consequently, the Sakurajima volcano tends to have another large-scale explosive eruption in the following multiple 

decades. Addressing such an urgent issue, Kagoshima city municipal government has been preparing the risk management 

and evacuation plan by providing an updated Sakurajima volcano hazard map. The hazard map contains necessary 

information about the impacts of historical eruptions, volcanic alerts and warnings, with a guideline on evacuation directions 

and procedures (Kagoshima City, 2010). Furthermore, the Osumi Office of the Rivers and National Highways produced 70 

maps for the potential ash deposition from a large eruption case in municipalities surrounding the Sakurajima volcano 

(Kyushu Regional Development Bureau, 2017). Lately, some research has assessed the impacts of both continuous 

Vulcanian activities and scenarios for an explosive eruption of Sakurajima volcano, providing insights on how volcanic 

ashes would disperse and affect livelihoods (Biass et al., 2017; Poulidis et al., 2018). However, those researches and 

precautions only discussed the proximal impacts in short to medium terms, with no further analysis available for the impacts 75 

to the distal locations. Furthermore, the previous large-scale explosive eruptions brought calamities across almost entire 

Japan. Thus, it is crucial to assess and develop a comprehensive risk analysis to a broader range as a larger population will be 

exposed when the ashfall arrives in major socio-economic centres of Japan, such as Fukuoka, Osaka, and Tokyo. 

Using the Taisho eruption case, we simulate volcanic ash transport and dispersion model (VATDM) to demonstrate an ash 

dispersal process in large areas (entire Japan). We approach this issue by adapting one eruption scenario (OES) strategy, 80 

specifically as a baseline for the worst-case scenario (Bonadonna, 2006; Barsotti et al., 2018). We conducted this simulation 

in an extended period (1958-2021, 64 years) with the long-term reanalysis data to compensate for the incomplete wind 

profiles at the time of the eruption and to further validate the dataset. It is an attempt to characterise ashfall impacts from the 

Taisho eruption to contemporary Japan and understand the variety of ash dispersal characteristics of a large-scale explosive 

eruption in Sakurajima volcano. Furthermore, it is important to recognise the behaviour of ash transport, from discovering 85 

the condition of reproducing the actual ashfall distribution to finding the condition that led to much worse consequences. We 

produce this dataset for various purposes and usage, such as estimating the volcanic ashfall risk by analysing both the 

dispersal and deposition pattern volcanic ashfall over a long period; developing hazard maps for the disaster risk 

management process; and seeking a better comprehension of the tendency from ashfall distribution from a large eruption 

over a large region. Our contributions in this paper are as follow: 90 

1. We produce the dataset consisting of: 

• The daily record of ashfall deposit for an extended period (1958-2021), covering Japan. 

• The daily record of ashfall deposit for an extended period (1958-2021), covering the southern Kyushu 

region, focusing mainly on Kagoshima prefecture as the closest urban area from the volcano. 

• Time-series record of airborne ash concentration, recorded at every one and a half hours after each 95 

simulation for an extended period (1958-2021). 

2. We validate the accuracy of the dataset by using a novel method to find similar weather conditions to the day of the 

eruption using a machine learning technique. 
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the general background and motivation of this study, followed by 

Section 2, which presents the process and impacts of the ashfall dispersal from the Taisho eruption in 1914, derived from 100 

previous studies and historical reports of the eruption. Section 3 provides the methodology for producing the dataset, and 

Section 4 describes the format of the dataset. Section 5 thoroughly addresses the validation method with the limitations of 

the dataset, and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. Unless specified otherwise, all time dimensions in this paper use the 

Japan Standard Time (JST, +09UTC) 

2 Ashfall Dispersal during the Taisho Eruption 105 

The Taisho eruption is one of the eruption events that extensively studied by researchers all over the world, mainly due to: 

1. The availability of detailed historical reports in English, which compiled shortly after the eruption (Omori, 1914; 

Koto, 1916). 

2. The concurrent unrest activities of Sakurajima volcano (Iguchi, 2016; Iguchi et al., 2020; Poulidis et al., 2017, 

2018). 110 

3. The high possibility of a large-scale explosive eruption in the following decades probably resembles the past event 

(Hickey et al., 2016). 

This paper will focus on how volcanic ashes travelled during the eruption process, especially to distal locations spread across 

Japan. For reference in regards to the complete evidence and chronology of the Taisho eruption, please refer to the chronicles 

mentioned above and the studies done by Kobayashi (1982); Yasui et al. (2006, 2007); and Todde et al. (2017). This section 115 

will explain the ashfall dispersal process of the Taisho eruption with references, unless specified otherwise, from both 

historical chronicles and the latest comprehensive study by Todde et al. (2017). 

The Taisho eruption is a large-scale explosive eruption with Volcanic Explosivity Index (Newhall and Self, 1982) (VEI) 4. 

The Taisho eruption ejected enormous eruptive materials from two main active vents during its explosive phases. The 

explosive eruption started at 10 am on 12 January 1914 and lasted 48 hours. The tephra mostly ejected from the western vent 120 

(Nabeyama) mixed with the ones from the eastern vent (Yokoyama), producing gigantic plumes estimated to be between 10 

km and 18 km high. The westerlies in the upper altitude and the surface winds influence the ashfall dispersal pattern. Both 

prevailing winds and considerable plume height are the significant drivers of the vast ash deposition process over a very 

wide area. Most tephra dispersed eastward, leaving Kagoshima City with only minor ash deposits on the first several days of 

the eruption. 125 

In contrast, the location close to the eastern vent had four meters deep ashfall deposit. Three days after the eruption started, 

the ashfall deposits were reported at most of Kyushu, Shikoku, western Japan, and Sendai in northern Japan. Village offices, 

tobacco plantations, and local meteorological observatories kept a record of the exact time of ash arrival and sighting, 

showing that volcanic ashes reached the major cities of Fukuoka at 08 am on 13 January, Osaka by midnight of 13 January, 

Tokyo in the morning of 14 January 1914, and finally Sendai in the afternoon of the same day. 130 
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Another important notion is the report of heavy ash fallout (~1.5 × 106 km2) at Ogasawara (Bonin Islands), around 1222 km 

from the vent. Todde et al. (2017) present a simple and straightforward isochrones map derived from the chronicles in Fig 1. 

Before reaching the climactic phase, the dispersal of very fine ashes during the first 13 hours of the eruption perhaps caused 

such a phenomenon. Meanwhile, the activity in the following days was largely minor in intensity, and ashfall kept occurring 

within the 200 km range from the volcano until 19 January 1914. The average velocity of the winds carrying tephra was 135 

found to be around nine m/s. Unfortunately, although there was an abundance of ashfall reports in entire Japan, there is no 

concrete measurement that can give clear and definitive clarification on the extent of ash dispersal. As most of the recent 

research only focused on the proximal impacts near the volcano, there is still a lack of complete analysis on the effects in 

distal locations. Based on the collected reports, there is only one attempt to draw all ashfall affected areas completely. The 

wide exposure map, shown in Fig. 2, did not get the same interest for modernisation compared to the dispersal maps at 140 

proximal regions that have been updated recently (see supplementary materials by Todde et al., (2017) and the latest report 

conducted by Mita et al., (2018)). The ash dispersal map showing the eruption impacts in the southern Kyushu region 

contains complete information about the ground measurement of ash deposits. However, the map of ash dispersal for the 

entire Japan did not have an exact ash measurement at all. Though limited, the information provided in Fig. 2 is vital as the 

extent of distance the ashfall travelled is known. The fast-travelling ash endangers a larger population and greatly disrupts 145 

airline transportation. Pieces of evidence from the latest large eruption events (e.g., St. Helens in 1980, Pinatubo in 1991, 

Eyjafjallajökull in 2010) demonstrated the cataclysmic consequences of ashfall on wider areas (Tilling et al., 1990; Fero et 

al., 2008, 2009; Folch et al., 2012; Peng and Peterson, 2012). 

Economic losses amounted to billions due to obstructed air transportation is one of the more significant repercussions that 

did not realise by the authorities during the Taisho eruption event that occurred more than a century ago. Moreover, the 150 

Japanese airspace would suffer worse implications if a similar explosive eruption occurred shortly. At least 40% of the air 

traffic in Japanese airspace will be affected if Sakurajima volcano has a large-scale explosive eruption in the present day. 

The number of possible affected passengers is almost four times higher than the number of people affected by devastating 

Typhoon Jebi back in 2018 (Takebayashi et al., 2021). The current built environment and infrastructures vulnerable to 

ashfall hazards require better comprehension of the upcoming volcanic risk for proximal and distal locations from the 155 

volcano. It is urgent to learn how large the catastrophic would affect contemporary Japan if the same event occurred in recent 

times. One of the main aims we produce the dataset here is to provide the necessary information, which is vital in modern 

times. By having an extended period dataset on ash dispersal in wider areas for a worst-case scenario, hopefully, 

comprehensive countermeasure strategies can be derived to reduce the ashfall risk further. 
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3 Data Generation Methods 160 

3.1 Simulation on Selected Eruption Scenario 

We use a fixed volcanological scenario over an extended contemporary time recorded in the meteorological reanalysis 

dataset to capture extended daily variability of ash dispersal patterns from the Taisho eruption. We run the PUFF model for 

cases of 23376 days from 1 January 1958 to 31 December 2021. The PUFF model is an ash tracking model developed during 

the Redoubt volcano eruption in 1989, which is famous for its high resolution and high accuracy results (Tanaka, 1994; 165 

Searcy et al., 1998; Scollo et al., 2011; Folch, 2012). This model considers the ash as a collection of a finite number of 

virtual particles and computes the motion of the particles with time (Searcy et al., 1998; Tanaka, 1994). The PUFF model is 

a Lagrangian-based model that has several advantages compared to another approach (Eulerian), such as: provides trajectory 

information, has physical realism, can describe non-diffusive near-field to sources, has numerical stability, lacks numerical 

diffusion, has conservation properties, and can resolve sub-grid scale variability (Lin et al., 2012). Among all the nine 170 

Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAACs) worldwide, eight VAACs, including Tokyo VAAC, use and operate models with 

the Lagrangian approach (Folch, 2012; Lin et al., 2012). The recent example of the usage of the PUFF model for the 

simulation for explosive eruptions in Sakurajima volcano shows a satisfactory outcome. This model applied to cases of 

explosive eruption in 2017 and 2018 to assess the utility of forecasting real-time ash fallout. Both simulations agreed well 

with the measurement recorded by instruments installed at several points nearby the volcano (Tanaka and Iguchi, 2019). 175 

Here, we construct the model using a large number of random variables 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡), where 𝑖𝑖 = 1 ~ 𝑀𝑀 and 𝑀𝑀 is the total number of 

particles. 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) = (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) represents the position vector for an ith particle at time 𝑡𝑡 with its origin at the volcano vent. Using 

discrete-time increment ∆𝑡𝑡 = 300 s, the governing equation is written as: 

�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
(0) = 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 ,                                                                     𝑖𝑖 = 1~𝑀𝑀, for 𝑡𝑡 = 0,
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡 + ∆𝑡𝑡) = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑉𝑉∆𝑡𝑡 + 𝑍𝑍∆𝑡𝑡 + 𝐺𝐺∆𝑡𝑡,               𝑖𝑖 = 1~𝑀𝑀, for 𝑡𝑡 > 0       (1) 

where 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 is the initial location of all the particles at the vent, 𝑉𝑉 = (𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣) is a vector for the wind velocity moving the particles 180 

and 𝑍𝑍 = (𝑐𝑐ℎ, 𝑐𝑐ℎ , 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣)  is a vector for the diffusion velocity containing diffusion speeds generated by Gaussian random 

numbers. 𝐺𝐺 = (0,0,−𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡) is the gravitational fallout velocity by approximating the extended Stokes Law for diverse particle 

sizes (Tanaka, 1994; Tanaka and Yamamoto, 2002). The movement of particles steers the diffusion 𝑍𝑍 direction, and the size 

of particles affects the gravitational fallout 𝐺𝐺 (Searcy et al., 1998; Tanaka, 1994). The diffusion speed 𝑐𝑐 (𝑐𝑐ℎ or 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣) obtained 

by the random walk process related to the diffusion coefficient 𝐾𝐾 as 𝑐𝑐 = �2𝐾𝐾 ∆𝑡𝑡⁄  (Tanaka et al., 2016; Tanaka and Iguchi, 185 

2019). Tanaka and Yamamoto (2002) conducted several diffusion tests with various values of 𝐾𝐾, and compared the results 

with satellite images of actual dispersals from several volcanic eruptions in the past. Based on such research, we assign the 

suitable horizontal diffusion coefficient 𝐾𝐾ℎ = 150 m2s-1 and vertical diffusion coefficient 𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣 = 1.5 m2s-1 as mentioned in 

Table 1. 
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These diffusion coefficients are consistent with in situ observation documented by Eliasson et al. (2014) and adjusted for 190 

Sakurajima volcano. The values used in this study follow previous studies by Tanaka et al. (2016, 2019) but are smaller than 

the study conducted by Fero et al. (2008, 2009) and Kratzmann et al. (2010). In order to further investigate the ash dispersal 

process to distal locations in entire Japan, we extend the simulation period of the PUFF model to 96 hours after the eruption 

started. Following Eq. (1), by modelling the source location of volcano vent as 𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧), we can adjust the number of 

particles released at each time step to draw the optimal statistical information from the model. For each time step, we assign 195 

a Gaussian random number for each of the particles (𝑀𝑀0), scale it according to the emission rate, making the value of the 

total number of particles (𝑀𝑀) changes linearly with the emission rate (Tanaka et al., 2016). We assign the initial number of 

particles to 5000 due to constraints in the available computational power. 

The size of volcanic ash varies from fine ash to boulders, as large particles tend to settle out shortly and then become smaller 

as time goes. Due to this process, each ash particle will have a various grain size (Bonadonna et al., 1998), and we assume 200 

each particle has an initial grain size of a logarithmic Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 2.0 centred at −3.0. 

Thus, the average particle size is approximately 1.0 mm on a log scale, with 68% of the particles are within the range of 10 

μm to 10 cm, as stated in Table 1. Given the initial vertical velocity of the emission with specified damping (e-folding) 

time 𝜏𝜏0, the particles are distributed randomly in a vertical manner from the vent 𝓏𝓏1 to the plume's peak 𝓏𝓏2 continually. 

Then, by using time integration for the vertical velocity in the momentum equation, we obtained the final form as 𝓏𝓏(0) = 𝓏𝓏1 205 

and 𝓏𝓏(𝑡𝑡) = 𝓏𝓏2 during the time step Δ𝑡𝑡 (Tanaka et al., 2016). 

 

3.2 Estimation on Mass Eruption Rate based on Plume Heights Transition 

In this study, we use the estimated emission rate from the calculation done by Iguchi (2014), based on the previous study 

(Kobayashi, 1982). As shown in Fig. 3, we consider the maximum estimated plume height at 17,890 m around midnight of 210 

13 January 1914, close to the range of plume heights in the chronicles explained in Sect. 2. The temporal change of the 

plume height allows us to obtain the value of mass eruption rate (𝜀𝜀) and the mean eruption mass (see Table 1). The values we 

obtained agree well with the recent observation (Todde et al., 2017). The pressure of the reservoir that ejects gas through a 

nozzle (𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡)) at time t decays exponentially with time (Nishimura, 1998) following Eq. (2):  

𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡) = ∆𝑃𝑃0 �1 + 𝛾𝛾−1
2
� 2
𝛾𝛾+1

�
𝛾𝛾+1

2(𝛾𝛾−1) 𝑣𝑣0
𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑡𝑡�

−2𝛾𝛾
𝛾𝛾−1

          (2) 215 

Where 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 is the volume of the reservoir, 𝐴𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the nozzle, 𝑣𝑣0 is the initial ejection velocity, 𝑃𝑃0 is 

the initial pressure, and 𝛾𝛾 is the specific heat ratio (values within the range 1.01 – 1.4). Since the Taisho eruption is a Plinian 

eruption, the plume height (H) is proportional to a quarter of the power of heat discharge rate (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

) (Morton et al., 1956). 

Assuming the volume of the reservoir is much larger than the ejected gas volume, the mass eruption rate (𝜀𝜀) is equivalent to 

decay rate of pressure (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

), which can be estimated from the changes in plume height as follows: 220 
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𝐻𝐻 ∝ �𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
�
1
4� ∝ (𝜀𝜀)1 4� = 𝑘𝑘 �𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
�
1
4�              (3) 

3.3 Long-Term Wind Field 

In order to conduct the long-term ash transport simulation, the long-term weather data from the meteorological reanalysis 

values are necessary, as the wind characteristics strongly affect the sedimentary properties of the volcanic ashfall (Hattori et 

al., 2013, 2016; Poulidis et al., 2018). One of the available long-period historical data is the JRA-55 reanalysis dataset 225 

(Kobayashi et al., 2015). This data contain the global meteorological reanalysis dataset from 1958 to date, developed by 

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) to study a long-time variation in atmospheric and climate phenomena. The JRA-55 

employs a reduced Gaussian horizontal grid system and applies a vertically conservative semi-Lagrangian advection scheme. 

We utilise the JRA-55 data for the PUFF model, considering the horizontal wind grid as 1.25° × 1.25°. We employ 16 

vertical layers from 1000 hPa to 10 hPa atmospheric pressure, and we use this data of four different times (00, 06, 12, 18 230 

UTC) daily. The 3D wind field consists of zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V), and geo-potential height (gph), which are 

interpolated to the position of each ash particle using the cubic spline method in space and time. In Fig. 4, each wind rose 

corresponding to the probability of the provenance identified by sectors and sequential colours mark the speed gradients. 

As discussed in Sect. 2, the ashfall dispersal from the Taisho eruption controlled by both westerlies (250 hPa) and surface 

winds (1000 hPa), we only portray the wind conditions in those pressure levels, with the first row indicating the upper 235 

altitude winds and the second row is the latter. The columns, from the second column onward, reflect seasonal variations: 

spring (March to May), summer (June to August), autumn (September to November), and winter (December to February), 

with the first column displaying entire dates selected for the simulation (1958-2021). As noted by previous research 

concerning the climatological conditions in the Sakurajima area, wind conditions change heavily based on the season. Thus, 

the ash deposition process largely depends on the time of the eruption (Biass et al., 2017; Poulidis and Takemi, 2017; 240 

Poulidis et al., 2018)  

3.4 Recording Ashfall Location and Thickness 

This study considers the ashfall deposits on the ground as particles with non-positive altitude, with their location marked as a 

longitude-latitude pair. For each simulation, as the computation process goes, the particles with a negative value in the 

altitude dimension were subset to other files before being compiled when the simulation finished. During such a process, we 245 

captured the rest of the flowing particles as airborne ash concentrations, copied them to different files, and saved them using 

the time-marking for every 90 minutes. We separate the measurement of ashfall deposit and the airborne ash concentrations 

into two different files using this mechanism. Further, we can measure the ashfall thickness (ashfall depth) by dividing the 

surface area with the ashfall density according to its particle size. First, we allocate the ashfall particles to a grid according to 

their location. Then, we set all ashfall particles in that grid as the average value considering all the adjacent grids and the pre-250 

assigned mass values multiplied by the number of particles to obtain the total mass of the ashfall deposit. 
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It is possible to get the mass of each particle based on the particle size. However, since we deliberately designate the total 

initial number of particles as a constant number and smaller than the actual number in the real case, the total mass of all 

particles is less than the actual, and the difference may increase as the scale of the eruption increases. Therefore, considering 

the particle size under the total mass conservation, giving each particle a virtual mass is necessary (Shimbori et al., 2009). 255 

We assume that one ash particle contained 450 tons of ash mass when plume height reached its peak, and by giving the 

virtual mass to each particle, we can alleviate the uncertainty that appeared when assigning the small number of particles in 

the simulation (see Scollo et al., 2011). After assigning the virtual mass to each particle in one grid, the thickness of the 

ashfall 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  at grid 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 obtained from the following equation: 

𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝑚𝑚� (𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛)
Δ𝑥𝑥Δ𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛                (4) 260 

where 𝑚𝑚�  is the total virtual mass for the total 𝑛𝑛 particles within the grid 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 of area Δ𝑥𝑥Δ𝑦𝑦 corresponding to the particle size 

𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 (Shimbori et al., 2009). All computation from running the simulation, processing wind fields, and computing the total 

ashfall accumulation on the ground done with a small workstation with 32GB RAM, dual 16-cores Intel Xeon E5-2620V4 

2.10 GHz processors, and 4GB NVIDIA Quadro P1000 GPU. 

4. Dataset Overview and Availability 265 

Each ash dispersal simulation produces three data: 

1. Ashfall deposit measurement from 128.5° E to 148.6° E, and 30.0° N to 45.9° N in 0.1°×0.1° grid (~10 km2). 

2. Ashfall deposit measurement from 129° E to 132° E, and 30.5° N to 32.5° N in 0.01°×0.01° grid (~1 km2). 

3. Time series collection of total airborne ash concentrations in the air recorded for every 90 minutes. 

In order to ensure maximum availability for the diverse users of the dataset, we prepare the dataset in two formats. We stored 270 

the dataset as a space-separated ASCII value table in comma-separated value (CSV) format (see Table 2) and a multi-

dimensional array structure in Network Common Data Format (NetCDF). NetCDF is useful for supporting access to diverse 

kinds of scientific data, and its files are self-describing, network-transparent, directly accessible, and extendible (Unidata, 

2021). We develop the NetCDF files using the xarray library in Python using the NETCDF4 package (Hoyer and Hamman, 

2017). Due to the high dimensionality of the airborne ash concentrations, we only provide this data in the NetCDF format. 275 

Meanwhile, the ashfall deposit data are available in CSV and NetCDF formats. We set the name of each dataset file as the 

simulation date in ISO-8601 format (YYYYMMDD<<.csv, .nc>>), stored inside a directory named by year (YYYY) within 

each respective region (Japan and Kagoshima). In addition, each data contain an ordered set of location marking (longitude, 

latitude) and ashfall depth (in cm), stored in two decimal floating-point formats. The set of location marking is the 

coordinates in the NetCDF data format of ashfall deposit data. Contrasting to the deposit data, the collection of airborne ash 280 

concentrations provide the total number of particles at a specific location and time. The tracking period of the ash particles 

start at 90 minutes after the simulation start and finish after 96 hours. 
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As the three-dimensional shape of the affected area and the total number of particles change throughout the time dimension, 

we assign the date_time as the primary coordinate, as portrayed in Fig. 6. The dataset directory consists of two main folders 

based on the data observation: Airborne and Deposit. The Deposit folder contains two child directories based on the data 285 

format and observation range, then breaking down to every year starting from 1958 and ending in 2021. The Airborne 

dataset has a straightforward directory (year, YYYY) since it only consists of one data format, and there is no separate 

observation range. The dataset is available on the DesignSafe-CI Data Depot (https://www.designsafe-ci.org) hosted in the 

Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). This data depot is provided by the Natural Hazards Engineering Research 

Infrastructure (NHERI), which provides the natural hazards engineering community and researchers with comprehensive 290 

state-of-the-art cyberinfrastructure (Rathje et al., 2017). The dataset can be accessed directly at https://www.designsafe-

ci.org/data/browser/public/designsafe.storage.published/PRJ-2848v2 or through the DOI: https://www.doi.org/10.17603/ds2-

vw5f-t920 (Rahadianto and Tatano, 2020). Users can access the dataset directly without any prior registration and can 

choose any data to download. The data can be downloaded as a single file or as a collection by selecting multiple files at 

once. Please select the Version 2 of the dataset for the latest update. 295 

5 Dataset Validation and Limitations 

5.1 Common Validations Techniques and Limited Information on Ground Truth of the Taisho Eruption 

Traditionally, the primary way to confirm the accuracy of the simulation result of volcanic ash transport models is to 

compare with the ground data directly. Another method to validate the simulation result of such models is through satellite 

imagery for both qualitative and quantitative measurement. Apart from the space-based remote sensing, combining multiple 300 

ground and aeroplane-based remote sensing techniques can validate the models, although it is not as common as the primary 

method (Webley and Mastin, 2009; Folch, 2012). For example, Fero et al. (2009) measured the model's accuracy by 

comparing the model output with satellite data and the deposit report for the 1991 Mount Pinatubo (Webley and Mastin, 

2009). Scollo et al. (2011) presented a novel mechanism to validate results from PUFF model simulations by evaluating the 

number of particles necessary to improve its results for the tephra deposit value in the ground and the ash concentration in 305 

the air. The study claimed that the PUFF model requires up to 33 and 220 million particles set in the simulation parameter to 

match the field data for ash deposits and their concentration in the air, respectively. This finding further confirms that simply 

increasing the particle number set in the model input improves model accuracy (Scollo et al., 2011; Bursik et al., 2012). 

However, increasing the number of particles in the simulation means heightening computational requirements (Peterson and 

Dean, 2002; Scollo et al., 2011; Madankan et al., 2014). Furthermore, increasing the number of particles in the simulation 310 

means increasing the computational time exponentially, requiring a trade-off between desired accuracy and computational 

cost (Scollo et al., 2011; Madankan et al., 2014). In this study, we found that validating our simulation results using the 

aforementioned conventional ways is challenging due to: 
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1. The lack of ground truth. Section 2 outlined the available reports gathered in cities and tobacco plantations across 

Japan only mentioned subjective ash deposit observations without a quantitative measurement, e.g., "frost-like ash", 315 

"house roof become white", and "slight deposit". 

2. The complete wind data at the time of the eruption is absent. Only surface observation is available, and it is 

impossible to completely replicate the ash transport process, although we are using near-precise ESP. Therefore, 

finding the correct number of particles, following the study by (Scollo et al., 2011), is also not feasible due to the 

unavailability of sufficient computing resources and best-fit value for the simulation settings. 320 

Despite all those complications, we try to utilise an innovative approach to verify the dataset presented here using all 

available information. We focus on validating the ash dispersal results to entire Japan as it is the main data produced here 

and one of the observations that previous studies have never touched before. The most conclusive information that can help 

us validate the dataset is the ash dispersal map presented in Fig. 2 and the weather condition that asserts control on how the 

ashes disperse all over Japan. Therefore, we refer to that information to proceed with the validation process. In order to 325 

facilitate the validation mechanism, we digitalised the ash dispersal map in Fig. 2 using ArcGIS software with WGS 84 

projection (ESRI, 2017), as portrayed in Figure 7. In addition, we added the current airports' location to signify the impacts 

of the very fine ashfall on entire Japan. First, we conducted the map transformation by putting binary marking to indicate 

affected regions, i.e., 1 for red-stripped grids and 0 for the rest. All the binary values have a pair of longitude-latitude values 

for representing their position in the map. This procedure is necessary, as now we have validation data in the same area 330 

dimension with the model output. Second, we further observe the weather condition during the eruption that appears crucial. 

This feature of the Taisho eruption is often left out, although it explains why the ashfall from the eruption moves erratically 

to distal locations. Several prior researchers did not advance their analysis about this abnormality, which is proven to be 

influential concerning the impacts in distal municipalities (e.g., Biass et al., (2017), among many others). Understanding the 

weather component at the time of eruption is crucial to determine the behaviour of ash fallout trajectory. 335 

The Taisho eruption occurred in winter when mid-latitude cyclones were active. With the stationary planetary waves 

generated by the land-sea contrasts and the flow over the Himalayas, these phenomena reinforce the tropospheric jet stream 

and the baroclinic wave to be the strongest. In Japan, the reinforced jet streams cause the westerlies at 250 hPa pressure 

levels to exceed 70 m/s. The winds in the tropospheric jet stream blow from the west throughout the year; they are strongest 

during winter and weakest during summer (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). The Meteorological Research Institute of the JMA 340 

(JMA-MRI) finding further clarifies how the westerly wind traverses above Sakurajima volcano all year long from west to 

east direction. The westerlies reach their peak velocity in January, and then it keeps weakening until their lowest speed in 

summer, before rising again (Maeda et al., 2012). This cycle runs for the whole year and becomes one of the deciding factors 

of the ash dispersal pattern. Figure 8 portrays a time-latitude cross-section of the east-west wind at 250-hPa level (about 12 

km from the surface), averaged at 130°E to 140°E based on the 30-year survey (Maeda et al., 2012; Mita et al., 2018). The 345 

position of Sakurajima volcano and its vicinity are at around 31° N (red dashed square), including Kagoshima city. 

Therefore, the westerlies would bring the most of the ashfall from the eruption to the east. 
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Instead, the chronicles reported ashfall traversed to the north, west, and southwest (Omori, 1914; Todde et al., 2017). This 

pattern somehow contrasts the precedent eruption (An'ei eruption – November 1779) that follows the pattern of the 

westerlies (Tsukui, 2011). Research investigating the past ash dispersal pattern from Sakurajima volcano also reaffirm the 350 

differences due to the seasonal features, agreeing that during winter, tephra should mostly go eastward, which most of it 

would fall upon the Pacific (Biass et al., 2017; Poulidis et al., 2018; Mita et al., 2018). When the eruption occurred, the 

vicinity of Kagoshima city and Sakurajima volcano were experiencing a maximum atmospheric pressure in four days, 

providing a unique characteristic of the Taisho eruption. From 9 January 1914 to the morning of 13 January 1914, 

atmospheric pressure in Japan consistently recorded an unusual high, resulting in stable sea waves and low-velocity winds 355 

indicating calm and clear weather at most of the places (Omori, 1914). Unexpectedly, the weak winds were helpful to allow 

many people living near the volcano to evacuate by boat (Kitagawa, 2015). The eruption seemed to play a significant role in 

the increasing temperature in Kagoshima, but apparently, it turned out to be the opposite (Omori, 1914). The leading cause 

of the high temperature at the eruption time was a sudden increase of southerly winds, as observed in Okinawa, 373 km from 

the vent (Omori, 1914). Further, the chronicles explained tri-daily general weather conditions at the eruption and found that 360 

similar weather phenomena also occurred on 17 January 1914 (Omori, 1914). This vital information helped us derive a 

method to validate our simulation results. 

Following such reports, we concluded that the clear, sunny weather with weak winds played a big part in transporting ashfall 

to entire Japan, and also such conditions, although rare, can be repeated. From here, we derive the assumption that on days 

with identical weather characteristics as irregular as the day of the Taisho eruption, our simulation results will agree quite 365 

well with the transformed ash dispersal map in Fig. 7. Furthermore, due to seasonal differences, we simplify the validation 

process by validating our simulation results in winter, specifically on days with similar phenomena. Using this assumption, 

we will get wind data on various atmospheric pressure heights matching the wind data on the eruption. Therefore, the 

simulation results can produce similar ashfall distribution. In summary, we show the complete validation process in Fig. 9. 

5.2 Finding the Identical Weather Characteristics 370 

The validation method, as shown in Fig. 9, consists of two parts: 

1. Find the day(s) with weather conditions similar to the eruption day (12 January 1914). The search process will only 

focus on winter days (December, January, February, and March) from 1 January 1958 to 31 December 2021. 

2. Then, evaluate the ashfall distribution by comparing the transformed map (Omori's map) and each simulation result 

on simulation date(s) found in the first part. 375 

This subsection will focus only on the first part, and the next subsection will explain the rest. The important main features to 

query are clear, sunny days, weak winds with high atmospheric pressure (anti-cyclonic) and greater temperature, which are 

quite distinct and rarely occur in Japanese winter. Those features reiterate the peculiarity of the Taisho eruption with its 

diverging ash distribution. We conduct weather comparisons using available weather information from the chronicles and 

historical weather information provided by the JMA on their website. 380 
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However, the past meteorological data are limited since the Japanese authority only kept the surface weather condition 

(temperature, pressure, humidity, precipitation, wind speed) in a major meteorological observatory located in the capital of 

selected prefectures. These past data consist of daily and hourly observations, and apart from surface observation, there is no 

other available recorded measurement in different atmospheric pressure levels. Other available information is the surface 

weather chart on the day of the eruption (12 January 1914, Fig. 10) and entire simulation dates. Therefore, we decided to 385 

utilise a surface weather chart instead of surface observation, as it gives a clearer description of a weather phenomenon on a 

particular. A weather chart, also known as a weather map, usually consists of symbols and features that describe a particular 

meteorological pattern in a specific space-time dimension. Weather charts are created by plotting the relevant measurements 

such as mean sea level pressure, wind barbs, and cloud cover. This plotting can help find synoptic scale features such as 

weather fronts. A meteorologist usually performs an isobaric analysis on these maps, which involves the construction of 390 

lines of equal mean sea level pressure (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Figure 10 portrays the weather chart at 06 JST on 12 

January 1914, with the modern convention of pressure measurements. This weather chart displays how the high-pressure 

condition covering almost entire Japan centred in the central Honshu. This local maxima in the pressure field, denoted by a 

big "H" letter, can simply explain the common weather characteristics in that particular region. The wind will become 

stronger when the pressure gradient between high-pressure and low-pressure systems increases. Land frictions weaken the 395 

wind coming out from high-pressure systems. Hence, high-pressure systems usually result in weaker winds with clear skies 

and relatively warm weather (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). These implications correctly corroborate the weather reports during 

the eruption day. Accordingly, using similarity on the surface weather chart is appropriate for finding identical weather 

conditions. 

5.2.1 Weather Report Commentary on the Surface Weather Charts 400 

Our initial attempt to search identical weather by using weather chart similarity is by employing an image similarity method 

to compare features drawn in a pair of weather charts. However, this attempt turned out to be too difficult as the weather 

chart on the eruption day is very different from the modern weather chart currently used in Japan. The measurement time and 

scale of barometric pressure, the dimension and projection of the map, and the area included in the map are all different 

between the current daily weather chart and the weather chart on 12 January 1914. The format of daily weather charts in 405 

Japan has changed several times after World War II. Starting from 1883, the JMA produced daily surface weather charts for 

the Asia Pacific region, consisting of Japan and Japanese-occupied areas pre-World War II. Since August 1958, the JMA 

then provided daily weather charts in various upper levels (500 hPa, 700 hPa, and 850 hPa) for the Asia Pacific and 500 hPa 

for the Northern Hemisphere region. Then, starting in March 1996, the JMA added the daily surface weather chart for 

Northern Hemisphere and 300 hPa level for the Asia Pacific region. Finally, in February 1999, the JMA updated all the 410 

weather charts and added a specific surface weather chart for the Japan region. Those changes also came with changes in 

weather chart format, and the current daily weather charts are following the 1999 format. 
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Thus, due to the ever-changing formats between past weather charts and the modern ones, doing image similarity is not 

feasible and is a heavy time-consuming task since we need to have multiple training data for every format to decide whether 

the two images are similar. We moved to another option by employing other information available in the daily weather chart. 415 

Another piece of information available inside the weather chart is the general weather report commentary (天気概況). The 

experts in meteorology developed this commentary as a guide to weather conditions during a particular day. Figure 11a 

portrays the weather report commentary on 12 January 1914, located in the bottom left of the second page. All historical 

daily weather charts, from 1883 up to March 1938, have a commentary written on the weather chart explaining the weather 

condition. However, from April 1938 until December 1995, this feature was omitted. The JMA resumed adding a general 420 

weather report commentary feature in the daily weather chart from January 1996 until today, under the weather chart images 

in the monthly compilation of historical daily weather charts (Database of Weather Charts for Hundred Years, 2022). Figure 

12b portrays the first page of the daily weather charts compilation for December 2020 from the JMA for reference (Daily 

Weather Chart, 2022).  

The weather report commentary usually includes the important weather characteristic at that day, such as the existence of 425 

high- or low-pressure centres or fronts; the description of extreme weather phenomena such as typhoons, heavy rains, or 

heavy snow; and other special events on the day, such as disaster, and many more. This description allows us to find similar 

weather between the dates used in simulation and the day of the eruption, even though further decreasing the number of 

dates used in the searching process (1996-2021, 3120 days). However, before proceeding to the searching process, we need 

to do several conversions since there is a minor distinction between the old commentary and the modern ones, which are: 430 

1. The old commentary on the weather chart of the day of the eruption was using the old Japanese syntax. 

2. The old commentary addressed both weathers in Japan and weather in a Japanese-occupied area. 

We solve those slight differences by simply converting the old commentary to contemporary Japanese syntax and removing 

all the observation areas outside the modern Japan region. The first column on Table 3 denotes the original form written in 

the Old Japanese syntax. The second column shows the transformation from the Old Japanese to the contemporary one. The 435 

old commentary consists of three parts: explaining the location of high- or low-pressure centres, the weather on main islands 

of Japan (Honshu, Kyushu, and Hokkaido), and lastly on other parts in the Asia Pacific, coincidentally, at that time all 

regions mentioned are under Japanese occupation. This commentary agrees with the meteorological report stated in the 

chronicles (Omori, 1914). Therefore, we omitted the last phrases and focused only on the weather in the main islands of 

Japan, then further converting it to have a similar form with the commentary in the current daily weather charts. The new 440 

phrases in the last column give more brief comments that match with the contemporary style in the modern weather charts 

while still maintaining the important features (high-pressure all over Japan, clear/sunny in main islands, Kyushu is cloudy, 

and Hokkaido is either clear or cloudy with strong south-westerly winds). We then compared these phrases in contemporary 

Japanese with all the commentaries found in the modern weather chart from 1 January 1996 to 31 March 2021, provided by 

the JMA in winter from January 1996 to March 2021 from the historical archive collected by the National Institute of 445 

Informatics (Database of Weather Charts for Hundred Years, 2022). 
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These commentaries explain the weather condition on a particular day in random sequence, i.e., not in similar order to the 

processed commentary phrases from 12 January 1914. Finally, we utilise the natural language processing (NLP) method to 

find semantic textual similarity between all commentaries with sentence embedding using SentenceBERT (Reimers and 

Gurevych, 2019). 450 

5.2.2 Semantic Textual Similarity on Weather Report Commentary using SentenceBERT (SBERT) 

In order to find similar weather, both commentaries should have an equivalent meaning that is semantically similar, 

regardless of sentence structures and words used to form the sentence. The vast improvements of machine learning (ML) and 

artificial intelligence (AI), especially on NLP tasks, allow us to find the similarity between two sentences using semantic 

textual similarity (STS) by embedding all sentences first. Word embedding is a process to represent a word in the form of a 455 

real-valued vector. This process encodes the meaning of the word such that the words that are closer in the vector space will 

be similar in meaning. (Jurafsky and James, 2000). A sentence embedding is just the sum of the individual word embedding 

(Cer et al., 2017). STS scores semantic similarity in varying degrees (e.g., a vehicle and a car are more similar than a wave 

and a car) instead of binary (e.g., a vehicle and a car are the same, a wave and a car are not the same). STS provides a unified 

framework that allows for an extrinsic evaluation of multiple semantic components. This framework includes word sense 460 

disambiguation and induction, lexical substitution, semantic role labelling, multi-word expression detection and handling, 

anaphora and co-reference resolution, time and date resolution, named-entity handling, under-specification, hedging, 

semantic scoping and discourse analysis (Agirre et al., 2012). Here, we can consider a pair of sentences is similar (in this 

case, the weather condition) if both are located close to each other, as both sentences mapped to a dense vector space 

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019, 2020). Google leads the current state-of-the-art NLP development with its technology, 465 

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), which can handle various NLP tasks accurately, 

including question answering, sentence classification, and sentence-pair regression (Devlin et al., 2019). 

However, BERT is not optimal to handle several tasks such as large-scale semantic similarity comparison, clustering, and 

information retrieval via semantic search (Reimers and Gurevych, 2020). To alleviate this issue, Reimers and Gurevych 

(2019) developed SentenceBERT (SBERT), a modification of the BERT network using Siamese and Triplet networks that 470 

can derive semantically meaningful sentence embedding. The Siamese network architecture enables input sentences as fixed-

sized vectors. Thus, we use SBERT to find a similar weather condition on 12 January 1914 (query) from all the corpora 

available (general weather report commentary on daily weather chart 1996-2021). We will not explain in detail the 

architecture of SBERT and how they can solve various NLP tasks with accurate performances since it is beyond the scope of 

this paper. For further reference, please visit the official site of SBERT at https://www.sbert.net/index.html. Figure 12 475 

explains all steps to find similar weather conditions through semantic search based on STS between the old commentary and 

the modern ones. We define the corpora as a collection of a commentary, which may contain one or more sentences 

explaining the weather condition in a non-uniform sequence. SBERT embeds each sentence on both query and corpus with 

pre-trained models, specifically to handle the Japanese language. 
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The result of the sentence embedding is vectors with 768 values length, specific to each sentence, representing the sentence 480 

in the vector space (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). We employ pre-trained models available for the Japanese language from 

the Hugging Face model hub (Hugging Face, 2022). However, sentence embedding resources for the Japanese language are 

limited, and we only found one appropriate pre-trained model exclusively developed for Japanese sentences, sbert-base-ja  

(Abe, 2021). This pre-trained model is from Colorful Scoop, a non-profit entity developing a conversational AI (Colorful 

Scoop, 2022). This company produced their own BERT Japanese model, trained using the Japanese Wikipedia corpus, 485 

released in 2021 under CC-BY-SA 3.0 license. The sbert-base-ja pre-trained model is an extension from their original model 

and trained using Japanese translation of Stanford Natural Language Inference (JSNLI) dataset released by Kyoto University 

under CC-BY-SA 4.0 license (Yoshikushi et al., 2020), with 535,000 sentence pairs, utilising AdamW optimiser with a 

2x10-5 learning rate (Abe, 2021). 

Once we encode both queries and corpora into the vector space, we then conduct a semantic search to find the most similar 490 

commentary between query and corpora. The benefit of using semantic search is that we can find the sentences that are 

synonyms, although constructed using completely different words and order, as the search process focuses on understanding 

the query's content. Specifically, we did a symmetric semantic search as both query and corpus have similar lengths and 

amounts of sentences (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). We use cosine similarity to compute the similarity scores between 

query and all corpus in the corpora. Cosine similarity is a popular similarity metric used to identify a pair of sentences with 495 

an overlapping meaning, as those sentences are likely located next to each other in the vector space (Cer et al., 2017; 

Reimers and Gurevych, 2019; Arsov et al., 2019). 

simv(𝑞𝑞, 𝑐𝑐) = v(𝑞𝑞)∙v(𝑐𝑐)
‖v(𝑞𝑞)‖2‖v(𝑐𝑐)‖2

           (4) 

Given a pair of sentence vectors v(𝑞𝑞) and v(𝑐𝑐), cosine similarity simv is computed by the dot product and a magnitude 

between two vectors, where 𝑞𝑞 and 𝑐𝑐 are components of vector v(𝑞𝑞) and vector v(𝑐𝑐), respectively. Here, 𝑞𝑞 is each sentence in 500 

the queries, which is the feature we want to find, and 𝑐𝑐 is each sentence in all commentaries collected from 1996 to 2021. 

The results of the comparison are between {0} for most dissimilar, and {1} if a pair of sentences are very similar (Singhal, 

2001). The last step is to find similar weather conditions is to rank all the corpus based on its respective similarity score with 

the query. Ideally, the date(s) with similar weather conditions will have a high similarity score. To keep it brief, we will 

select only the top two results from all the results obtained from the searching process and describe the weather condition on 505 

both dates. Table 4 describes the general weather report commentary of the top two results of the semantic search. The 

commentary in English is a direct translation using DeepL translation software (DeepL Translator, 2022), with sentences in 

bold indicating similar weather conditions to the Taisho eruption. 

5.2.3 Weather Condition on the Selected Dates 

Both dates with the highest STS score agree well with the weather feature mentioned in the chronicles. The weather on 510 

selected dates was generally clear, sunny due to the high-pressure covering Japan's main islands. 
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However, the commentary on both dates mentions some rain that the chronicles did not mention, proving that we may not 

observe the exact similar weather completely. This slight difference can slightly affect the ashfall distribution produced by 

the simulation. Figure 13 depicts the weather chart on those dates, illustrating more apparent features analogous to the 

weather chart published at the eruption. Both dates contradict each other regarding high-pressure centres but exhibit the same 515 

weather characteristics. On the first selected date (5 March 1997), the high-pressure centre moved from the south and then 

covered entire Japan at night. Meanwhile, on the second date (24 February 2006), the high-pressure centre was in the 

opposite direction near Hokkaido and advancing eastward. Another difference is the appearance of fronts in the eastern part 

of the Japanese archipelago coming from the low-pressure centre further in the north. As explained in the commentary, this 

front brought some rains on the Pacific side of the Kanto region (Tokyo and surrounding areas). Both weather charts 520 

presented in Fig. 13 further substantiate the continuous format transition in surface weather analysis in Japan. The general 

weather report commentary accompanied by establishing a daily weather chart is proven to be critical information that 

clarifies the weather condition on the respective date. 

Another feature not mentioned in the commentary is the wind condition during the selected dates. The chronicles briefly 

revealed that the wind was weak, making it possible to evacuate using boats from the island to escape the eruption (Omori, 525 

1914; Kitagawa, 2015). In order to further analyse the weather similarities between the selected dates and 12 January 1914, 

we draw the condition of the wind using the wind rose graph as depicted in Fig. 14. The graph consists of winds observation 

for every 6 hours from the start of the simulation (00UTC on the selected date) until the simulation process finished (00UTC 

four days after the eruption start). We choose the winds observation both at the 1000 hPa pressure level (equivalent to the 

surface pressure) and 250 hPa pressure level (equivalent to the location of the westerlies) based on the findings explained in 530 

Sect. 2. The surface winds characteristics differ in terms of directions but have a comparable velocity between the two 

selected dates. The surface winds on the eruption are more akin to March 1997 than February 2006, judging from the 

dominant south-westerly winds portrayed in Fig. 14a. In contrast, the surface winds on February 2006 mostly comprise 

stronger north-easterly winds that conflict with the finding in chronicles despite having identical weather features. 

Meanwhile, there is a little difference in higher altitude as the upper winds at March 1997 had a stronger velocity but mostly 535 

came from the west, compared to the latter having slower north-eastward direction. This disparity in wind characteristics 

between the two dates considered to have very similar weather will certainly affect how the ash distribution formed on the 

simulation. 

5.2 Simulation Results Performance on Dates with Identical Weather Characteristics 

Once we found the date(s) with similar weather conditions from the previous section, we evaluated the dataset performance 540 

using the wind data on the selected date(s). Here, due to the unavailability of the concrete ground measurement, we use a 

binary contingency table between the ash dispersal map from the simulation results and the original one (Figure 6). This 

method is appropriate since we intend to measure how the ash dispersal map produced from the simulation on selected dates 

will equally cover an equivalent region of interest to the original ash dispersal map. 
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Therefore, the main aim of this validation method is to assess the performance of the selected simulation result enclosing all 545 

distal regions covered by ashfall deposit in the Taisho eruption. Table 5 briefly explains the contingency table used to 

evaluate the simulation results. This table denotes two dimensions of affected and unaffected grid points. Then, from 

matching the binary contingency table, we can quantify the hit rate (sensitivity) of the simulation result as follows: 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

            (5)  

TP denote the true positive, which means the same grid points affected in both the original ash dispersal map and the 550 

simulation results, and vice versa. Meanwhile, FN denotes the false negative, which particular grid points marked as 

unaffected in the simulation results but appear to be affected in the original ash dispersal map. Therefore, hit rate score Hit is 

ashes from the simulation result covering the same grid points with the original ash dispersal map divided by all affected grid 

points from the original ash dispersal map. Here, we use hit rate score Hit as we only involved the region of interest in the 

original ash dispersal map (red-striped area on Fig. 6) due to bias presented in the wind data. It should be noted that the 555 

simulation result may, in reality, depicts worse impacts on the map. 

Nevertheless, we argue that it is still a valid result as long as the ashfall deposit reflected from the simulation covers most of 

the same regions as the original ash dispersal map. Therefore, using the hit rate is justifiable in this particular case. Table 6 

provides the satisfactory performance of each selected simulation result reaching a high Hit score. This result means that 

both selected dates with similar weather conditions to the Taisho eruption have a matching ash dispersal pattern. Figure 15 560 

further portrays the evidence of the similarities in the ash dispersal map for both simulation results. The first selected date 

(1997/03/05) with a higher similarity score has less Hit than the second selected date (1996/02/24). However, the maps 

presented in Fig. 15 resemble more similarities. The second selected date produced a more erratic and scattered distribution, 

implying far worse impacts than the Taisho eruption. 

For reference, we also portray the ash dispersal map from the supplementary data focusing on Kagoshima covering the 565 

southern Kyushu region of each respective date on Fig 16. The sequential colour gradient indicates differences in the 

thickness of the ashfall deposit in m. The isolines of complete ground measurement (Mita et al., 2018) overlayed in the map. 

Both maps produce a more erratic ash dispersal pattern than the Taisho eruption, with some regions having a thicker ashfall 

deposit in the ground. The proximal ashfall deposit of the simulation on 24 February 2006 more resembling the original than 

its counterpart. Though the simulation produces a somewhat agreeable deposit distribution with the report, it should be noted 570 

that having a matching ashfall distribution in distal locations does not necessarily mean having a matching ash distribution at 

a proximal location. Section 2 mentioned that different winds govern the ashfall distribution from Sakurajima volcano on the 

Taisho eruption. In summary, we successfully demonstrate the quality of the dataset under limited validation data with a 

novel method incorporating a machine learning technique. 
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5.4 Dataset Limitations 575 

Generally, the ash deposition results from the simulation of volcanic ash dispersal and transport models rely on how the 

parameters value of both eruption source parameters and the wind condition during the eruption are set. These parameters 

are the most critical parts determining how ashfall impacts proximal and distal locations (Bonadonna et al., 2012; Folch, 

2012; Macedonio et al., 2016; Mastin et al., 2009; Webley and Mastin, 2009). This study uses the deterministic value of 

plume height, erupted mass and mass eruption rate as the eruption source parameters. We utilised the calculation by Iguchi 580 

(2014) incorporating the study by Morton et al. (1956) for the relationship between observed plume height in the historical 

reports and studies (Kobayashi, 1982; Koto, 1916; Omori, 1914; Todde et al., 2017) to produce mass eruption rate. There is a 

positive correlation between the change of plume height over time to both total eruption mass and mass eruption rate. 

However, a researcher must be careful when using this method as it introduces a significant bias in the mean height value. 

The eruption rate is roughly proportional to the fourth power of height; error in assigning the precise height will heavily 585 

affect its conversion to eruption rate (Folch et al., 2012; Mastin et al., 2009). We assign the parameters of last eruptions as a 

baseline of the largest eruption size or plume height as a conservative safety factor, though we recognise wide variability that 

could change the significance of the implied hazard. The values we used in this study agreed well with the past observations, 

and the bias presented in the eruption source parameter should be small and would not heavily affect the ash dispersal 

mechanism. However, variations on those parameters could result in different eruption rates and total mass, resulting in 590 

different ashfall footprints. 

In addition, future vent location, eruption style and size, and eruption duration significantly affect the impacts of the ashfall 

for both proximal and distal areas (Bonadonna et al., 2012; Mastin et al., 2009; Selva et al., 2018). Furthermore, depending 

on the models, the parameters which need to be set arbitrarily, such as the diffusion coefficient, settling particle velocity law 

(see Table 1), orographic effects, and the lack of topographical data, could cause discrepancy if different variations were 595 

used (Macedonio et al., 2016; Poulidis et al., 2017, 2018; Scollo et al., 2011). Finally, the distribution of total grain size, the 

particle density and its shape, and the chosen aggregation method also affect the accuracy of the model outputs (Bonadonna 

et al., 2012; Folch et al., 2010, 2012; Mastin et al., 2009; Selva et al., 2018). Here, we approach the simulation with the main 

purpose to characterise the Taisho eruption, which eliminates the variations on those variables since we use the fixed 

scenario as a worst-case. We acknowledged the limitations of this study that used the fixed values for the eruption source 600 

parameters to precisely replicate the transition in the Taisho eruption, which strongly restrict the various possibility of future 

events. Following the result mentioned earlier by Hickey et al. (2016) that illustrates how the current uplift situation is 

similar to the preceding eruption event, our results could provide valuable input to both authorities and stakeholders. The 

dataset presented here will be a guideline to provide an insightful understanding of how such a large explosive eruption 

would affect contemporary Japan. Moreover, inaccuracies can occur from the effect of the winds and atmospheric humidity, 605 

among other things (Folch et al., 2012; Mastin et al., 2009). The meteorological conditions heavily determine the ashfall 

dispersion trajectory and ashfall deposit location (Macedonio et al., 2016). 
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Therefore, reanalysis datasets are favourable to use since they have better accuracy than the forecast ones (Folch et al., 

2012). It should be noted that the variability in the different meteorological databases seems relatively insignificant (Selva et 

al., 2018). As intended to provide guidance for a worst-case scenario, the dataset provided can remain helpful to extend the 610 

present study toward the ashfall risk analysis and its decision-making process. We argue that the dataset here is vital to 

support future researchers and emergency managers in analysing and planning crisis responses over different conditions. It is 

important to note that these assignments are rough estimates of one of the possibilities about the most likely future eruption 

size and type at Sakurajima volcano. We understood that there might be inconsistency in the dataset that likely introduces a 

bias in the ashfall hazard and risk analyses. Future users should consider all these sources of uncertainty. 615 

6 Conclusion 

The ash dispersal products from large eruptions brought devastating impacts to various sectors both in a nearby areas from 

the volcano and distal locations. The emergency managers and crisis response planners need to acknowledge the 

compounded effect of ashfall deposits on the infrastructures to manage the loss appropriately. This paper presents the dataset 

useful for more extensive research and planning, focusing on the context of the entire Japan. The paper describes the 620 

complete generation process of a dataset based on the recent large eruption of Sakurajima volcano (the Taisho eruption) by 

replicating the eruption process over an extended period from 1958 to 2021. Furthermore, we conduct the validation 

procedure by identifying the similarity in the weather pattern at the time of the eruption and proving that similar weather 

conditions will bring identical ashfall distribution, thus verifying the dataset. Finally, we acknowledged the limitation and 

uncertainties the dataset could bring. Although it contains some degree of inaccuracies, the dataset can still encourage further 625 

studies in the ashfall risk analysis and decision-making process as limited as it is. Such advancement will be crucial to 

support future researchers and emergency managers in devising disaster responses over different conditions. 
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Figures Caption 860 

Figure 1: The arrival time of ashfall during the Taisho eruption event throughout Japan. The Blue dashed line indicates the 
chronology of ash sighting in each respective location. Inset, the graph of ash observation time from the eruption source (Todde et 
al., 2017). 

Figure 2: The ash dispersal map of the Taisho eruption on entire Japan (Omori, 1914). 

Figure 3: Plume height progression during the Taisho eruption on 12-13 January 1914 with information on both subsequent events 865 
and materials ejected at particular times (Takebayashi et al., 2021). 

Figure 4: The ten wind roses illustrate the wind conditions inferred from the JRA-55 Reanalysis dataset (Kobayashi et al., 2015) 
for both surface winds (first row) and upper altitude winds at approximately 10 km asl (second row). The first column portrays all 
wind conditions for the entire 1958-2020, while the rest shows the influence of seasonality. Roses correspond to the probability of 
the provenance and sequential colours indicating the speed gradients. 870 

Figure 5: The structures of the sample deposit data for both regions in the NetCDF format. 

Figure 6: The structures of the sample airborne data in the NetCDF format. 

Figure 7: Transformed ash dispersal map (Figure 2) from ArcGIS software with airports icon as impacts reference. 

Figure 8: Seasonal progression of the westerlies over Japan at 12 km from the surface (Maeda et al., 2012). The red dashed square 
indicates the region covering Sakurajima volcano and Kagoshima city. The vertical axis shows the latitude degree of the wind 875 
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position. The horizontal axis shows monthly changes of the westerlies velocity for the left image and the longitude of the winds on 
the right image. The straight blue lines indicate all regions in Japan affected by the westerlies. The small number inside the left 
image is the wind contour. 

Figure 9: The flowchart of the validation method to judge the performance of the dataset produced in this paper. 

Figure 10: The weather chart on the Taisho eruption with additional markings of pressure measurement converted to the latest 880 
convention (mmHg  hPa). Modified from Omori (1914). 

Figure 11: The general weather report commentary on the weather condition inside the weather chart. (a) The old weather chart 
put the commentary on the bottom of the second page on the day of the Taisho eruption (Database of Weather Charts for 
Hundred Years, 2022). (b) The modern weather chart mentions the commentary on the bottom of the monthly compilation of daily 
weather charts (Japan Meteorological Agency, 2022). 885 

Figure 12: The flowchart for finding the date with a similar weather report commentary to the day of eruption using SBERT. 

Figure 13: (a) Surface weather chart for Asia Pacific region at 00 UTC 5 March 1997, and (b) Surface weather chart for Asia 
Pacific region at 00 UTC 24 February 2006. Both weather chart images were obtained from the JMA (Database of Weather Charts 
for Hundred Years, 2022; Daily Weather Chart, 2022). 

Figure 14: The wind rose diagrams show the six-hourly wind direction corresponding to which from the winds blow at (a) 1000 890 
hPa altitude (~100 m asl.) on 5 March to 10 March 1995, (b) 1000 hPa (~100 m asl.) altitude on 24 February to 1 March 2006; (c) 
250 hPa altitude (~10 km asl.) on 5 March to 10 March 1995, (d) 250 hPa altitude (~10 km asl.) on 24 February to 1 March 2006. 

Figure 15: The comparison of the ash distribution coverage between the original ash dispersal map and (a) the simulation results 
on 5 March 1997, and (b) the simulation results on 24 February 2006. The grey-stripped area indicates the original areas affected 
by the Taisho eruption, and the dark grey colour represents the ash dispersal from the simulation. 895 

Figure 16: The comparison of the ash distribution coverage between the original ash dispersal map and (a) the simulation results 
on 5 March 1997, and (b) the simulation results on 24 February 2006. The grey-stripped area indicates the original areas affected 
by the Taisho eruption, and the dark grey colour represents the ash dispersal from the simulation. 

Tables 

Eruption Source Parameters Value 

Mean Estimated Eruption Mass (× 1010kg) 

Mass Eruption Rate, 𝜺𝜺 (kg/h) 

1.1 

5.8× 106 (Min) - 2.7× 1010 (Max) 

Horizontal Diffusion Coefficient, 𝑲𝑲𝒉𝒉 (m/s) 150 

Vertical Diffusion Coefficient, 𝑲𝑲𝒗𝒗 (m/s) 1.5 

Log-Scale Mean Grain Size (mm) 1.0 

Table 1: Input values for the simulations used in this study. 900 
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Deposit/CSV/Japan/<YYYY>/<YYYYMMDD.csv> Deposit/CSV/Kagoshima/<YYYY>/<YYYYMMDD.csv> 

latitude longitude deposit latitude longitude deposit 

30.00 128.50 0.00 30.00 129.00 0.00 

30.00 128.60 0.10 30.00 129.01 0.10 

… … … … … … 

30.10 128.50 0.20 30.01 129.00 0.20 

30.10 128.60 0.30 30.01 129.01 0.30 

%.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f 

Table 2: The tabular view of the sample deposit data for both regions. Each column is separated by a comma, corresponding to the 
CSV format. 

Original Form Contemporary Form Final Form 

高気圧東に移り、中心本邦中部に在

りて、773mm を示し。揚子江低気圧

は目下漢口付近に存す。本邦にては

、天気おおむね良好なれとも、九州

にてはすでに曇天となり、北海道に

ては南西風強く晴曇相半す。満州お

よび朝鮮にてはおおむね曇天となれ

り、琉球および台湾にてはこれ反し

て快晴なり。 

高気圧は東に移動し、日本の中心にあり

、気圧計の値は 773mm を示すしている。

長江にある低気圧は、ちょうど武漢付近

に存在する。日本では、天気は晴れてい

るが、九州地方では既に曇りとなってお

り、北海道では南西の風が強く晴れたり

曇ったりしている。満州と朝鮮はおおむ

ね曇り、琉球(沖縄)と台湾では、反して快

晴。。 

日本付近は移動性高気圧に

覆われている。日本列島わ

晴れ。一方、九州は曇り。

北海道は南西風が吹き、晴

れや、曇り。 

Table 3: The conversion of the general weather commentary in the weather chart on 12 January 1914. 
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Date STS Score Commentary (ja) Commentary (en) 

1997/03/05 0.963 

全国的に平年より 5~10℃高い。日本付近は

移動性高気圧に覆われるが、大陸から気圧

の谷が進んでくる。北海道で曇りの他は似

中晴れ。夜になると日本海側は曇り。山陰

や九州北部では雨。 

5~10℃ above normal nationwide. A 

mobile high-pressure system will cover 

the area around Japan, but a trough of 

pressure will move in from the continent. 

Mostly cloudy in Hokkaido and sunny 

throughout. Cloudy over the Sea of 

Japan at night. Rain in the San-in region 

and northern Kyushu. 

2006/02/24 0.957 

日本海から高気圧に覆われる。北海道東部~

西日本の日本海側は晴れ。その他は曇り。

関東~西の太平洋側は所々雨。 

High pressure will cover the area from 

the Sea of Japan. Clearing on the Sea 

of Japan side from eastern Hokkaido to 

western Japan. Cloudy in other areas. 

Some rain on the Pacific side from 

Kanto to the west. 

Table 4: The top two results of the semantic search process with its weather description from the commentary. 

 910 

Actual Ash Precipitation of the 

Taisho Eruption 

Daily Simulation Results 

Affected Unaffected 

Affected TP FN 

Unaffected FP TN 

Table 5. The binary contingency table for the validation process. 

 

Date STS Score Hit Score 

1997/03/05 0.964 0.963 

2006/02/24 0.957 0.999 

Table 6. The performance of the simulation results from the selected dates. 
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Figures 

 915 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 920 
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5. 

 

Figure 6. 
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Figure 7. 

 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. 935 

 

 

Figure 10. 
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Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 12. 
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Figure 13.
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Figure 14. 
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Figure 15. 950 

 

Figure 16. 
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